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Back to Basics
After an Eventful Term as Academic Helmsman
at MSTJ, Dr. Jerry N. Boone Will Steer a Personal
Course Back to the Classroom
by Victoria Greer
After 13 years as vice president of
academic affairs,Dr. Jerry N. Boone
is ready to return to "therhythm of
teaching."
Dr. Boone announced that he
would leave the vice president's
office June 30to return to teaching.
"I expect to stay on the faculty in
some capacity as a professor. I do
not yet know which department or
departments I will be associated
with," said Boone. "I feel sure it
will be something associated with
psychology or higher education."
Boone came to Memphis State in
1962 as an associate professor of
psychology and became a professor
in 1966. He served as acting dean of
the University College from 196869, and as associate director for
academic affairswith theTennessee
Higher Education Commission in
Nashville between 1969 and 1972.
Boone then came back to the Uni
versity where he began work in his
present position, which has re
mained unchanged except during
1980 when he was also interim
president of Memphis State Univer
sity.
Leaving teachingto beginadmin
istrative work gave Boone oppor
tunities which were not within the
reach of faculty members.
"In this position I felt that I was
better able to influence what hap
pened to MemphisState than I had
been as a faculty member," hesaid.
"I was not in as good a position to
influence what happened to stu
dents, but I was in a better position
to influence what happened to the
University as a whole. And I think

that's one thing that kept me here
for such a long time. It's one thing
that drew me to itin the first place.
Because I think so much of this
University I enjoyed being in a
position toinfluence whathappened
to it.
"I enjoy the administrative life.
It's full of action. There's always
something changing; something
different. The pressures are very
strong and for a while — for me at
least — it was very exhilarating to
work under those pressures andthe
intensity the job demands. It's
something which for a long time
was very rewarding, but after 13
years it no longer is. It's no longer
the fun it once was. I'd like a
change."
That change will return Boone to
a position where he will be working
with students again, something he
admits to missing.
"I enjoy working with students,
both undergraduate and graduate
students. I likethe rhythmof teach
ing. With a faculty job you begin a
semester, the semester ends, and
then you start all over. Thatrhythm
continues year after year after
year.
"An administrative job does not
have that rhythm about it. It is
composed of short-term projects and
long-term projects which lap over
on top of one another," he said.
Boone leaves his position in the
midst of change throughout the
University. Much of that change
has to do with Memphis State's
image.
"I think that over these 13 years
3

we've grown in so many new direc
tions," he said. "We've made some
very positive changes. Our image
as a University has improved, too.
Memphis State still has a better
image elsewherethan itdoes within
itself. I think sometimes that we
who work here don't realize how
well the University isthought of in
other places. We are a much better
university than we feel we are."
There have been definite reasons
for that image change, and Boone
has beeninvolved in helping many
of them come to light.
"Among thethings thatI'm proud
of in the last 13 years — besides
having survived that long — are
the new programs that we've
brought into existence during that
time. We have the University Col
lege, new graduate programs, new
doctoral programs, and there have
been some real changes in some of
the programs we were already
operating, particularly in the Col
lege of Education.The further grad
uate development is one thing I've
been glad to see.
"Another thing is the faculty.
The faculty is a much improved
faculty over that which we had 13
years ago. There is a much higher
percentage of people who hold doc
torates in their fields. We are a
more cosmopolitanfaculty than we
were 13 years ago.The faculty also
has an opportunity now to exert
more influence over the operation
of the University through its senate
and through its direct participation
in such decisions as promotion and
tenure of its ownmembers. We have
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among members of the Memphis
State community, according to Bill
Williams, chairman ofthe Commit
tee on Human Relations.
"Dr. Boone has been the person
who didn't sit back and let other
people do something about a situa
tion. He helped. I feel the committee
made a very appropriate decision.

also been able to placemore author
ity and more responsibilityon deans
of the various colleges, which has
decentralized administrativeauthor
ity in the University and created a
good deal of autonomy among col
leges."
Boone said there have also been
some things he would have liked to
have accomplished.
"I wish we had found a way for
the University to become more in
volved in solving theproblems that
face the Memphis community. The
University is a depository of an
awful lot of knowledge and skill on
the part of ourstudents andfaculty.
I wish that we could have found a
way to bring the power of the Uni

versity to bear on issues and pro
blems. We do some of that, but I
don't think we've found a way to
utilize the University fully.
''Another thing that we have
failed to do to the extent I would
have liked is to have more black
faculty. We havefailed inrecruiting
enough black faculty, and we have
failed to elevate moreblack faculty
who havecome hereso we lostsome
of them. Ithink that's aparticularly
important thingfor Memphis State.
We are in Memphis where 50percent
of the population is black, where we
are a public university, where our
faculty ought to set an example for
the rest of the community."
Boone's typicallystraightforward
4

assessment does not point out the
positive side of racial progress at
Memphis State — a side which
others felt Boone had aided im
mensely with a personal and pro
fessional committment.
In March Boone was named to
receive the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Human Rights Award. The
award is given annually by the
MSU Standing Committee on Hu
man Relations to students, faculty
or staff members, either current or
former, whose activities exemplify
nonviolent leadership in pursuing
social justice and human rights.
Boone's selection came as the
result ofhis promotionof interracial
and intercultural understanding

He was the unanimous choice,"
said Williams.
Boone's departurefrom hisoffice
will leave a search committee with
some big shoes — and even larger
expectations, based on Boone's
example — to fill.
While Boone maintains hefailed
to achievecertain ofhis goals,even

he might agree he has played an
integral part in puttingmany, many
people on the way to achieving
theirs.
And sometimes givingpeople the
ammunition to wage their own
battles is better than just handing
them the victory.

Sometimes spirited exchanges with faculty sparked campus-wide comment on Boone. In 1973 a censure by the
Academic Senate following a dispute on some academic policy led to this cartoon in The Helmsman student
newspaper: Boone is being"put in his place" by irate faculty."They were always censuring me about something,"
Boone recalls, not unfondly. "It was healthy."
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Sleepless Path in Law School
Helps Make Dream Come True

From modest beginnings in a
clutch of crowded officesin thegeo
graphy building 23 years ago, the
law school at Memphis State has
grown in size and stature.In 1969it
moved to Central in a new building
which was doubled in size by an
addition in 1976. It is the only law
school in Tennessee and Mississippi
with a part-time program approved
by the American Bar Association,
and it boasts of top-flight faculty
with law degrees from Columbia,
Duke, Harvard and other institu
tions.

By Henry Bailey

For Gregory Duckett, the postgraduation options seemed clear
enough: he could either take his
chances on the semi-pro football
route or trade the gridiron for the
grade-chase of law school and may
be a chance at a political career.
The 25-year-old Memphian just
spent his third and final year at
MSU's Cecil C. Humphreys School
of Law as president of his class.
Winning elections is a basic re
quirement for any aspiring poli
tician, as Duckett is; winning this
particular office was particularly
significant for Duckett and the law
school — he was the first black to
serve in the post since the law
school's founding in 1962.
"My career goal is to go into
politics, eventually to seek an elec
tive office," Duckett said. For now
Duckett plans to busy himself as a
special assistant in the Memphis
office of U.S. Sen. Albert Gore Jr.
In this capacity he'll aid the law
maker by meeting with constituents
and acting as liaison with various
governmental offices and agencies
— good grassroots experience for a
groundfloor politician, as Duckett
sees it. Earlier he served part time
as an assistant to U.S. Rep. Harold
Ford of Memphis.
At MSU Duckett served as a
student bar governor and as Law
Week activity chairman. In April
1984 he emerged as presidentof the
Student Bar Association, leading a
field that began with half a dozen
contenders.
Duckett pleasingly notes he won
handily eventhough blacksnumber
ed about 45in a total enrollment of
more than 500 at the time. "I can
happily say that race was never a
factor in the election. And while I
was in office there was no problem
getting individuals to work with
me and the organization."

dergraduate I was detached from
what was going on.I decided to get
interested, and after talking with
my parents, I decided I needed to
come back to Memphis, identify
with the major issues and get my
foot in the door. Law school has
strengthened my skills in logical
reasoning, somethingindispensable
in politics.
At Oberlin, he learned how to
juggle duties as an outside line
backer on the football team with

D.C. andthe hurlyburly of politics
are the goals of Greg Duckett, who
got a thorough grounding on the
student level as president of his
class at the Cecil C. Humphreys
School of Law.

his academic obligations. At MSU
the juggling act of academics and
extra-curricular activities got
"hectic" also,though he got a boost
in the form of a full scholarship in
his final year from the National
Bar Association, the nation'smajor
organization of black lawyers.
"Sometimes I don't know how I
managed it," he said."I burnedthe
candle at both ends, and had to
make ends meet, too.Many nights I
had toforego sleep, but that was all

"I believe youcan do an effective job in office
and not be corrupt. First of all, I don't even
view it as politics — it's service. And the people
who provide it aren't politicians; they're
statesmen. I plan to be a statesman."
Of his accomplishments inoffice,
Duckett said he is happiest with
coordinating theSBA's biggest-ever
Law Week speakers series, which
drew legal luminaries such as F.
Lee Baileyand formerU.S. Attorney
General Ramsey Clark, and helping
work out a compromise to preserve
the law school's evening division.
Salvaging the evening division,
even after thelaw school's Board of
Visitors recommended cutting the
program entirely, meant bucking
the system. Duckett said he had no
choice: "I justcould not accept that."
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Eventually the faculty agreed to
support a plan to admit an evening
division class every other year.
Duckett said he hoped his experi
ence inlaw school would encourage
other blacks to consider a legal
education, especially in the South.
"There's the myth in the black
community that blacks just can't
get in. Many students are sofearful
they don't even apply. I'd like to
show this isn't the case."
The Hillcrest High graduate went
to Oberlin College near Cleveland
and graduated in 1982. "As an un
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right — I could afford to do without
that."
Listing political role models,
Duckett, master politician, is quick
to point to his mentor, Sen.Gore: "I
like his approach. He'ssincere, wellprepared on the issues."
Duckett said his experience thus
far is bound to sustain him despite
those who say politics and politi
cians aresynonymous with red tape,
pork barrels and everything that's
wrong with government.
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'On-the-job Education'
Thinking Small Takes on a Big Meaning
for MSTPs Small Business
Development Center
By Ed Webb

Dr. Leonard Rosser, state director of the Tennessee Small Business
Development Center, and Sharon Moore, a Center employee, use the
Center's computer to help a client work out problems she has encountered
in starting her business.
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When businesswoman Pam Callicott became frustrated at the poor
results of expensive advice from a
private consulting firm, she turned
a skeptical eye to an unobtrusive
former residential homeon Central
Avenue.
The structure houses the Ten
nessee Small Business Development
Center (TSBDC) at Memphis State.
Could it possiblyhelp herbusiness,
Callicott Photography, where the
whiz kids failed?
Not only could the center help,
but it replaced her skeptical mood
with one of bright enthusiasm as
advice from Edgar Cole and other
center officials helped her figures
take an uphill turn.
"After our initial meeting I was
totally enthusiastic,"Callicott said.
"Mr. Cole gave me three workable
ideas for promotions that we could
afford to implement. He knew we
were limited as tothe funds we had
available for promotions and
worked with us within our limits.
The private firm couldn't under
stand this.
"They helped me realize how
imperative it is to plan ahead, and
not just work from day to day," she
said. "Mr. Cole worked with me in
setting goals and projecting ex
penses.
"He also helped me analyze our
market and determine who our pri
mary competitors were. Thishelped
me determine the share of the
wedding and baby photography
market we should be getting," she
said.
"In January of1985, we exceeded
our projected sales goals by 35 per
cent and we met our goal of wedd
ings tobe bookedduring themonth.
In February, wepassed ourwedding
goal by 40 percent," Callicott said.
Her successstory hasbeen echoed
by many others since the center
began its work just last year.
The center nearly doubled its
client counseling goal during its
first six months of operation, ac
cording toDr. Leonard Rosser,state
director of the center.
"During our first yearof operation
ending February 14, 1985, we as
sisted nearly 600 small businesses
throughout the state," said Rosser.
"Forty-four percent of our clients
have beenpeople interestedin open

ing new businesses and 56 percent
have been businesses already in
existence."
In addition to those receiving
individual counseling, more than
2,600 people have attended special
ized training sessions sponsoredby
the center. This figure exceeds the
statewide goal by 150 percent.
The TSBDC combines federal
dollars and resources with those of
the state,academic communityand
the private sector to strengthen the
small business community, contri
bute to the economic growth of the
communities served, make assis
tance available tomore small busi
nesses thanwas previouslypossible
and createa broaderbased delivery
system toeffectively aidmore small
businesses.
Centers were recently opened at
the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga, State Technical In
stitute at Memphis and Dyersburg
Community College, making the
regional office at Memphis State
one of twelve such centers through
out thestate. Eachregional officeis
managed bya regional director who
reports to Rosser at the MSU head
quarters.
The regional centers employ the
various resources at their disposal
to counseland trainsmall business
owners and operators in dealing
with financial, marketing, produc
tion, organization, engineering,
technical andother problemsaffect
ing their day-to-day operations.
Clients are also assisted in de
veloping feasibility studies, busi
ness plans,cash flowsand financial
statements.
Edgar Cole, who helped Callicott's photography business, is
regional director for the 13-county
area served by the Memphis State
center and said that 296 small
businesses havereceived counseling
in the seventh and ninth congres
sional districts alone. The center
has exceeded its goals in West Ten
nessee by 190 percent overall; 466
percent for minorities and 633 per
cent for women, he said.
"Before the establishment of the
TSBDC, small businesses in Ten
nessee that weren't located in a
major city with activeSCORE (Ser
vice Corps of Retired Executives)
chapters or a Chamber of Com
9

merce, generally consulted with
family members or close friends,
who might find itdifficult toremain
impartial, or private consultants,
who are generally very costly." The
TSBDC's services are available at
no cost to the client.
"The need for counselingis espe
cially great in Tennessee, which
has thethird highestrate ofreported
small business failures in the
United States," Cole said. "Small
business needsan organizationthey
can talk to, to review ideas in an
impartial, subjective way, so it's
done only for that person's or busi
ness' benefit."
Small businesses, although fra
gile, comprise a major portion of
the nation'sbusiness segment. Onehalf of all businesses are placed in
this category (less than 100 em
ployees). Two out of three new jobs
are created by small businesses,
and they make up 42 percent of
national sales and 40 percentof the
gross national product.
Twenty-five percent of all poten
tial small business clients in the
state are in the Memphis State
region, according to Cole. "In West
Tennessee alone, there are 16,000 to
18,000 small businesses to be
served," he said.
Rosser said, "One of our jobsis to
evaluate abusiness' chancefor sur
vival inan impartial manner. If we
don't think a venture has a reason
able chance for success, we tell
them so.
"The service we provide could be
compared to that provided by a
doctor. The medical profession re
commends acheckup while a person
is well, as preventive medicine, and
that's what we are trying to do.
"We offer advice and consulting
services that we hope will allow
businesses to move forward in a
progressive, constructive and pro
fitable way," he said. "If the doctor
sees you after it's too late, it doesn't
do much good."
Cole said, "We try to make our
clients feel that we are a part of
their business. Wework to establish
objectives, plansand goalsand then
recommend they be used by the
owner of the business."
Although it is too early to judge
the overalleffectiveness of the MSU
program, a 1983 study found that
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one year after counseling, SBDC
clients in other states performed
better than the general business
population. Sales increased 25 per
cent, profits increased 83 percent
and net newemployment rose by23
percent above the rate for all busi
nesses in those SBDC states.
For every dollar spent by the
Small Business Administration on
the program, the study concluded,
$9.40 was being returned in new
federal tax revenues by SBDCassisted firms. Similarly, $10.90 in
new state taxes was generated for
every state dollar expended.
At least 36 other states have
established similar programs and
all have been quite successful. Ten
additional states are expected to
implement smallbusiness programs
during 1985.
An incidental function of thepro
gram is to determine what types of
businesses have failed and why,
and what types have been success

ful in the past. Information of this
type is especially helpful to a pro
spective business operator who
wants to avoid mistakes previously
made by those in his position.
Being closely affiliated with
Memphis State is a tremendous
advantage to the program, accord
ing to Cole. "We draw on the exper
tise of the University to aid people
in the community who are making
their livelihood through their busi
nesses and who are providing jobs
for the community."
Rosser said, "The centerhas also
arranged a cooperative agreement
with the Tennessee Valley Author
ity to become a statewide resource
in creating new jobs and in the
economic developmentof Tennessee
through mutual assistance. Pro
gress has been made in networking
other resources through cooperative
efforts such as the Tennessee De
partment of Economic and Com
munity Development, the nineEco
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nomic Development Districts in
Tennessee, and various trade asso
ciations and other private re
sources."
In addition to this, the center
works closely with the Memphis
Chamber of Commerce in sponsor
ing seminars and workshops on a
variety of topics. These programs
have been greatly enhanced by the
participation of several Memphis
business owners who havedonated
their time.
Though MSU as an institution
stresses education and not voca
tional training, it's nosurprise that
a nut-and-bolts operation like the
center should exist within it.
"Large corporations and many
small businesses have on-the-job
training for employees," Cole said.
"Our counselingmore closelyresem
bles on-the-job education, through
which we instill successful business
practices through one-on-one coun
seling."

Chucalissa, a Trade Center
of Ancient Times, Beckons
to Tourist Trade Today
By Henry Bailey

Dr. Gerald Smith painstakingly adds another piece to the puzzle of everyday life in an ancient Indian village.
It's rare, he says, when enough pieces of a pot are found to recreate the form of the original.
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Visitors to Chucalissa Indian
fall," Hancock said. "It was held to
tribe."
Village thissummer have a chance
thank the great spirits for blessing
Chucalissa was founded about
to feel the pulse of an ancient
the people and was very similar to
1000 A.D., and abandoned and reexistence.
our Thanksgiving celebration."
ocupied several times until about
Far from being isolated bastions,
The observance usually lasted
1500, when it was left for good and
Indian villages of a millenium ago
four to five days. Though football
truly assumed its name of "Chuca
were active centers of trade and
games and Thanksgiving parades
lissa," a Choctaw word meaning
commerce; some were hubs for
with Santa Claus were not part of
"abandoned houses."
trading in materials found in re
the plan, the Indians made merry
The Choctaws themselves are
gions hundreds of miles away.
with games of their own. Each year
native to southcentral Mississippi
The heart of this active village
at Chucalissa the Choctaws gather
and their 20th centurydescendants
life is represented in an exhibit
for a tribal powwow in whichstickserve the museum and grounds at
illustrating prehistoric trade routes
ball games are played, giving visi
Chucalissa asguides andpreservers
and resources used by Indians of
tors an idea of competitive sport,
of ancient arts and crafts.
the Southeast. The exhibit, on dis
Indian-style.
Choctaws familiar tovisitors are
play in the lobby of the C.H. Nash
Arduous journeyson foot through
Grady John, a potter, and Wood
Museum at Chucalissa, was com
woodland and swamp or by dugout
Bell, whose main stock in trade is
piled by William H. Hancock, mu
canoe over wild rivers were the
ancient Indian firepower. "Blowseum curator, and is called "Arti
norm for travel and commerce a
guns are my biggest seller," Wood
sans, Traders and Indian Trails."
thousand years ago. Modern-day
Bell says.
A variety of natural resources used
visitors can see on the grounds of
In ancient Chucalissa a rectan
by the Indians for fashioning arti
Chucalissa a replica of a typical
gular, flat-topped mound of earth
facts are included in the display,
southeastern dugout canoe, made
served as the platform for public
such as catlinite and steatite for
from a single cypress log and iden
buildings and the center for the
tobacco pipes,copper forornaments,
tical in design toa prehistoriccanoe
village's political, cultural and re
various types of shells for jewelry,
found preserved in a swamp in
ligious life. The largest mound at
and conch shells for dippers.
Alabama.
Chucalissa supported what is be
"Catlinite only comes from one
"There were Indians who were
lieved to be the most significant
quarry in Minnesota," said Han
traders by profession," Hancock
structure — the chiefs hut. Inside
cock. "Since it was so limited in
said. "They traded with other trad
the reconstructed hut is a life-size
supply it was considered a sacred
ers andthereby thematerials moved
exhibit showing the chief receiving
pipe stone and was used extensively
from hand to hand and tribe to
a visitor from another tribe; several
by the Plains Indians. Some of it
was traded in the Southeast."
Steatite, a soft soapstone, was
used for everyday pipe puffing and
came from the Appalachianregions
and was traded widely throughout
the Southeast, he said.
All of these materials were once
traded into the Mississippi Valley
from areas as widespread as Minne
sota, Illinois and Florida. Obsidian,
a mineral used for making cere
monial spear points, was introduced
from Wyoming.
Some projectile points found at
Chucalissa are the same type as
those dated to about 3,000 years
ago at other sites in western Ten
nessee and northern Mississippi —
some 2,000 years before the first
town at Chucalissa was founded.
Also featured at the exhibit are
replicas of embossed copper plates
that were used primarily in the
Green Corn Ceremony. During pre
historic times copper was brought
Long after shovelsand picks have done their job,delicate hand tools like
into the Southeast from the Great
trowels and probes take over in the ongoing jobof sifting through layers of
Lakes region.
history-rich. soil. A bit of bone, a piece of pottery can reveal volumes about
"The Green Corn Ceremony was
climate, diet, and other details of tribal life in Chucalissa.
a thanksgiving ceremony in the
12
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New discoveries at Chucalissa
emerge, piece by piece, from the
excavation site west of the recon
structed village, dominated by the
chief's hut in the background. Soil
in three grids is examined while a
tarp, held in place by old tires,
covers other sections which await
the painstaking touchof the archae
ologist.

other village houses surround a
central plaza. In one an exhibit
shows a woman preparing a meal,
and in another the local medicine
man is treating a patient.
The originalstructures weremade
of thatch roofs and mud plaster
walls, according to Dr. Gerald
Smith, asociate profesor of anthro
pology and director of the Chuca
lissa facility.
In the 1950s, the first attempt at
recreating the village called for
these ingredients, but with dis
astrous results, as Smith notes in
his history of Chucalissa, "Chuca
lissa Revisited":
"Time and elements soon pro
vided a graphic lesson in main
tenance problems. Thatch rots
swiftly in uninhabited structures,
mud plaster washes away, and dry
rot and powder-post beetlescombine
efforts to devour the wood house
framing. By the late 1950s painted
concrete had regretfully been sub
stituted for mud plaster, but wood
framing and natural thatch have
continued to the present day since
no acceptablesubstitutes havebeen
found.
"Summer visitors to the site thus
frequently find one or more huts in
various stages of roof or post re
placement and may occasionally
see thecomplete rebuilding of a hut
progress from the ground up."
Last summer the chiefs hut atop
the main mound was closed for
refurbishment.
Johnson grassprovides theusual
supply of thatch, though in recent
years the supply has not always
met the demand at Chucalissa.
Smith isn't taken aback when
some wit suggests the use of Astroturf in lieu of the hard-to-findgrass.

"Believe it or not, we're consi
dering the use of some synthetic
grass for the huts," he said. The
authentic look and the 15- to 20year lifespan of a synthetic has
definite advantages over a natural
grass which is asensitive targetfor
insects and the elements. The cost
would be higher, but would beoffset
by the fact that rethatching would
not be necessary everythree orfour
years, as is the case with Johnson
grass."
As touristsand busloadsof school
children enjoy the lively exhibits
and films, view somberly the skele
tons in the burial chamber, and
picnic or stroll near the grounds,
the active work of excavation goes
on. Chucalissa lives onin theknow
ledge that is constantly scratched,
troweled or poked to the surface of
its ruddy earth.
Archaeological field training for
college students beganin 1959 as a
cooperative venture with MSU and
Southwestern at Memphis (now
Rhodes College). Laboratory train
ing andmuseum methods of preser
vation and display were advanced
after Chucalissa became part of
MSU and eventually an off-campus
facility of the departmentof anthro
pology.
Melissa Lehman, curator of edu
cation and public relations officer
for the museum and site, happily
notes good reviews the facility gets
from visitors fromacross theglobe.
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Last year, among the approxi
mately 40,000 visitors to Chuca
lissa, were persons from Norway,
Czechoslovakia, Malaysia, Vene
zuela and West Germany who
penned names and praise in the
guestbook in the museum lobby.
But perhaps Ms.Lehman's favor
ite visitors are area children who
come to visit.
"Children get such stereotyped
ideas of Indians from movies and
TV," she said. "They're fascinated
to see our guides and have the
opportunity to view them as real
people."
Sometimes the effort is almost
too successful, the blonde, fairhued
Ms. Lehman admits.
"The children become disap
pointed we're notIndians. We don't
have enough Indians to give every
one an Indian guide."
For a trip to the trade route ex
hibit, museum and village recrea
tion, leavethe dugoutcanoe athome
and drive five miles west of High
way 61 South off Mitchell Road.
Hours are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday and 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday.
Admission is$1.25 forages 12-59,
50 cents for ages 6-11 and over 60,
and free for children under 6.
Sorry, nothing except U.S. cash
accepted, thoughSmith or Hancock
might consider a trade for a fresh
supply of thatch-quality Johnson
grass.
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Dr. Gerald Smith:
Curator and Custodian of
an Ancient Culture
Sifting through the remains of
an ancient Indian tribes's garbage
heap doesn't conjure notions of
Indiana Jones, but then the Holly
wood herois aglorified graverobber
compared toreal-life archaeologists
who find treasure not in gold or
magic stones but in broken bits of
pottery and animal bones.
Dr. Gerald Smith, associateprofes
sor of archaeology and curator of
the Chucalissa Indian museum and
village reconstruction, packs a
trowel and a radio to keep in touch
with hisoffice. Hegives appropriate
attention to the myriad chores of
managing a museum, from street
maintenance tovending machines,
but he'shappiest outin the field, on
his knees with the shattered mosaic
of a lost civilization mingled with
the dirt beneath him.
He's at home, 800 years ago.
"The state of the art in modern
archaeology isn't in new tools but
better use of the old ones and
improved methods of recording

data," he said. Nothing has im
proved on the use of a dental pick,
trowel and patience, patience,
patience.
"The debris of everyday life —the
tools and utensils — follow some
modern patterns," Smith said.
"These ancient people used them,
like people do now, until they were
broken and then threw them away.
It's pretty rare to find a pot intact.
These people weren't foolish; why
throw away a perfectly good pot?"
As far as tools of the trade go,
devices must "fit the occasion," he
said. "They might vary froma bush
hog ora bulldozer to thestereotyped
dental pick."
Smith hasbeen at Memphis State
and Chucalissa since 1968; in 1971
he received a doctor of philosophy
degree in archaeological studies
from the University of Missouri.
Much of the recent work in the
Chucalissa excavation site west of
the reconstructed village is in the
sift-and-squint stage. Museumstaff

members assist Smith in studying
the levels of soil in the carefully
laid-out "grids" cut into the earth.
About twofeet down, shovel skimm
ing must give way to meticulous
troweling around patterns left by
old post holes, fire sites and refuse
pits.
The professionalssometimes have
the aid of students enrolled in a
field study classduring thesummer.
Not untypical are persons like
George Gibson, a brawny health
teacher at Millington High School
who wanted to "have fun" in an
archaeological dig between school
years, and Camille Reedijk, a
European history scholar who
wants to do graduate work in ar
chaeology.
The steady sifting generally
yields results.One day Gibson found
the jawbone of a squirrel, probably
the remains of an Indian's lunch
five centuries ago. One of the
students found a human tooth.
It hardly bothers Smith that the
search for Chucalissa's past has
hardly scratched the surface, either
that of the terrain or the range of
potential knowledge about the van
ished people. And it bothers him
less if he doesn't happen to fit
romantic notions of an archae
ologist-adventurer.
"My fathergave mea pith helmet
some time ago, which Iguess would
tend to give you an archaeological
look," he said. "I put it on but it's
not worth a dang in this country
—it's the hot, humid weather. I've
had to do without it."
Examining some bits and pieces
of everyday Indian life at the dig,
Smith mused:"We set out the pieces
of the puzzle and try to put them
together back inthere" — indicating
his laboratory only a few hundred
feet away and yet a world apart —
"but maybe we never will."

Meeman's Legacy
By Dr. John De Mott

'
Hard,Play
but Work
Harder' Would Seem to be
the Motto of the Crusading
Newspaper Editor,
Edward J. Meeman, Who
Left a Lasting Imprint in
the Mid-South and Right
Here at MSU
"Where is he?" she wondered.
"He promised to meet me here at 10
o'clock.
"Mike's late half the time,
though," she thought. "Sometimes
I think he'll outgrow it, but other
times I doubt it."
With nothing to do, she strolled
around the foyer of the Meeman
Journalism Building, pausing to
study awhile the replica of Johann
Gutenberg's printing press. Eventu
ally, she ended up glancing at a
bronze plaque on the east wall of
the building.
"Meeman," she mused,"Edward
J. Meeman. Must be the guy after
whom this building is named."
Examining theplaque moreclose
ly, she learned thather assumption
was correct. Meeman Hall is named,
indeed, in honor of Edward J.
Meeman, the editor of the Memphis
Press-Scimitar during its most in
fluential years.
With The Press-Scimitar having
ceased publication in the autumn
of 1983, moreand more of Memphis

State University's students are un
aware of the leadership in demo
cracy's indispensable profession
that ismemorialized inthe Meeman
Journalism Building.
Every year, hundreds of journal
ism students come and go ignorant
of Meeman's unique contributions
to good government and civic spirit
in Memphis anddevotion to protec
tion of our physical environment.
With the demise of The PressScimitar, the MSU department of
journalism hasredoubled its efforts
to make today's students aware of
their debt to Meeman.
Not only was Meeman's cou
rageous editorship of the PressScimitar a major factor in the end
of "Boss" E. H. Crump's political
stranglehold on Memphis, and his
pioneer leadership important in our
country's conservation movement,
but earnings from his inspiring
career financed the original fur
nishing and equipping of the Mee
man Building, following its con
struction. In addition, Meeman's
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beautiful home in Shelby Forest
was given to the University, foruse
as a conference center, and Mee
man's personal papers donated to
the University'slibrary, where they
now constitute one of its precious
special collections.
Given the University's role as a
protector of the Meeman legacy,
the department of journalism has
begun an annual observance of
Meeman's birthday, October 2, for
which it hopes to obtain support
throughout the Memphis area's
journalistic community.
Also, thedepartment is preparing
a biographical sketch of Meeman
to be distributed to journalsm ma
jors and others, so they will appre
ciate the significanceof theMeeman
name.
For anew referencebook in press
now, one of the members of the
journalism faculty wrote a biogra
phy of Meeman based on research
done by Alan Bussel, a Memphis
State journalism graduate; inter
views with longtime reporter Clark
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Porteous, editor Milton R. Britten,
now deceased, and other members
of the Press-Scimitar staff; and a
Meeman "autobiography"edited by
Edwin Howard after Meeman's
death and published by Memphis
State.
And, the department of journal
ism has asked the Society of Pro
fessional Journalists — the nation's
largest association of persons in
the profession — to designate
Meeman's home a historic site in
journalism.
Near the home, in Meeman's be
loved forest, the editor's ashes are
buried.
Devoted to conservation of na
ture's precious resources through
out his life, the editor had been
planning a tour of that same forest
earlier the day a heart attack took
his life. Previously he had suffered
a stroke.
One of four children, Meeman
was born in Evansville, Ind. His
father, John Henry Meeman, wasa
cigar maker; and his mother, Mary
Elizabeth Schulte, a housewife.
Meeman was educated in the public
schools of Evansville and was
graduated from its high school in
1907, at the age of 17.
"I didn't have money to go to
college," Meeman recalled in 1953.
"I decided that I would work for
several years to earn the money for
college. I didn't have the slightest
intention of beinga newspaperman.
I had vague notions of being a
writer of a great novel, probably.
Nor did I seem tohave aptitude for
newspaper work. I haveoften said,
from what I learned after hiring
many people as an editor, that I
would not have hired myself. Nor
am I sure that I would havehad the
patience with me in my trying
formative period thatmy first boss,
F. R. Peters, had with me.
"There were three newspapers in
my home town of Evansville. The
morning Courier, the afternoon
Journal, and the afternoon Press.
The last had been started by the
Scripps newspapersthe yearbefore.
I chose the third, a little four-page
sheet. Why? Because of the editor
ials. They had two qualities which
were responsible for the rise of
Scripps newspapers — human in
terest and readability — which we

lost awhile and are now recovering.
They had a third quality which we
have never lost, but to which we
need constant rededication — de
votion to the interests of the 95
percent, and championing of the
cause of the oppressed and unfor
tunate.
"So I climbed the dark stairs of
the little old building in the whole
sale district where The Press was
housed and asked for a job. There I
first met the kindness of ScrippsHoward, which Ihave metin many

but I took itseriously, and believe it
is true.
"The best newspapermen, I find,
know when they have done good
work and fully appreciate it and
take pride in it.The only qualifica
tion is: You have to appreciate the
other fellow's good work just as
much. When you don't, your honest,
healthy pride and self-confidence
become the swelled head, and you
are apoor teammate. On The PressScimitar wegive weekly cash prizes
for outstanding work, and we nomi

"I didn't have the slightest intentionof being a newspaperman. I
had vague notions of being a writer of a great novel, probably.
Nor didl seem tohave aptitude for newspaper work. I have often
said, from what I learned after hiring many people as an editor,
that I would not have hired myself."
— Meeman in a 1953 remembrance.

people in many places.
"The first embodiment wasin the
smiling face of Ward C. Mayborn,
business manager. What it meant
to a lad just out of high school to be
greeted as Ward Mayborn greeted
me! He made mefeel that nobody in
the world was moreimportant than
I was. The fact that he is of distin
guished appearance made hiskind
ness all the more appreciated.
"He explained that he was the
business manager, that the editor,
who hired the reporters, was away
getting married, and would see me
on his return. I hope I have been
half as kind to the hundreds who
have asked me for jobs as Ward
Mayborn was to me.
"I came back to see the editor.
Here I met the Scripps-Howard
kindness in another form. F. Romer
Peters didn't have the easy affabil
ity, the unfailing charm that char
acterized Mayborn. He was abrupt,
choleric, and did not communicate
easily until he knew you well, but
without his kindness I would never
have got started, much less suc
ceeded.
"I brought him some high school
news, and he was not repelled by
the fact that the first item told of
my classgraduation honors,includ
ing Edward J. Meeman in second
place.
"Years later I heard him say:
'Modesty in a newspaperman is a
crime.' He may have said it lightly,
17

nate each other's work, and tell
why. That makes friendship and
good feeling and is good for our
morale.
"I got the job, at $4 a week, and I
wasn't worth it."
From the Evansville Press, Mee
man moved tothe TerreHaute Post,
another Scripps-Howard paper. La
ter, he returned to the Evansville
Press to serve as managing editor.
He also served as a correspondent
for the Newspaper Enterprise
Association.
In 1921,Scripps-Howard selected
Meeman to create a newspaper in
Knoxville, Tenn. Under his editor
ship, the Knoxville News bought
out older competition and became
today's News-Sentinel. Meeman led
the effort to establish the great
national park in the Great Smoky
Mountains and, also, today's Ten
nessee Valley Authority.
In 1931, Meeman became editor
of the Memphis Press-Scimitar. He
began to play a larger role in public
affairs of the Mid-South, at Mem
phis, as a result of his successes at
Knoxville.
"I entered Knoxville," Meeman
recalled many years later, "with
confidence in a formula to assure
me success. I needed no formula to
give me confidence that I would
succeed in Memphis. The fact that
both Scripps and Howard would
hear of no one else for the position
of Memphis editor was enough to
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convince me that success in Knoxville would assure success in Mem
phis. I entered the new field, if
anything, overconfident, perhaps
even vain, cocky. But I succeeded
well enough.
"Before leaving Knoxville I asked
a wise woman friend: "You know
me and you know Memphis. What
advice do you have for me?"
"Memphis loves to play. You do
not play enough. Play!"
And play Meeman did — circum
spectly, of course,as amajor metro
politan daily newspaper editor
must.
In a 1931 letter to his sister,
Meeman made the following obser
vations: "This is the end of a very
happy week of auspicious beginn
ing. I could not have been intro
duced to Memphis under more
favorable circumstances.
"The paper here is strong and
universally liked. Everyone wel
comes me so cordially and hospit
ably. Instead of greeting me as a
'foreigner' they treat me as a val
ued new citizen. They all say what
the mayor said in a speech: 'We
hope he'll like us.' I do like them
immensely. I am tremendously en

Completed in 1971, the Meeman
Building is recognized as one of the
nation's finest facilites for journ
alism education. The structure
houses a 152-seat lecture hall, an
audio-visual lab, writing labs, two

joying the free metropolitan atmo
sphere. Memphis is a joyous city.
Everybody has a good time or tries
to, and I haven't met a killjoy yet.
"I havehad to speak at a luncheon
and a dinner and over the radio, all
of which is new tome, but I'll have
to get used to it . . . Unless the
country goes smash, I will succeed
here. After looking the situation
over, I am certain of it. The one
thing we cannot afford to be is
cheap. So throw away all the junk
before you come. Believe me when I
say that the slightest bit of cheap
ness orbad taste will costme plenty
of money. We are starting a new
experience. We both know what is
right; let's have the courage to do it
in everything . ..
"Living at Hotel Peabody is al
most as good as the Pancoast (I
even get tomato jelly). I am really
on vacation, get lots of sleep and
my work is allpleasure. You have a
good time and take it easy, too —
there's no harm."
"Memphis does indeed love to
play," Meeman recalled later. "At
the time I went there the love of
play submerged the seriousinterests
that are also there. I took theadvice

newsrooms and a suite of offices
which serve as editorial facilities
for student publications. Oh yes,
there's plenty of room for class
rooms and faculty offices, too.
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and accepted most of the social
invitations that came to me. And
since people want to know a news
paper editor the invitations were
many — dinners, cocktail parties,
dances, debut parties. Much later I
was to adopt the saving plan ofnot
making engagementsfor twonights
in succession. I should have done it
in thebeginning. Thisis agood rule
for anyone, no matter how young.
'Go home much,' says Emerson.
"While I wasthus doing society, I
justified it on the ground that it
helped my work thus toget around,
to get acquainted, to hear what
people are saying, to find out what
is going on. To some extent this
was true. But, with the best inten
tions, I carried it too far. Doing
society became too much of a good
thing."
In Memphis, Meeman continued
his campaign for the Tennessee
Valley Authority, spearheaded a
successful crusade against the
Crump political machine, was in
strumental in establishment of
Shelby Forest State Park, and
created the Meeman Foundation to
promote conservation, good jour
nalism, and democratic govern
ment.
In 1959, Meeman served as a
member of the U.S. delegation to
the Atlantic Congress. In 1960, he
received the Roy S. Howard award
of the Scripps-Howard newspapers.
In 1963, he received the human
relations award of the National
Conference of Christians and Jews.
In numerous ways, he personi
fied the public-spirited editor, a
model for other editors throughout
the region, and the best-known
journalist in Memphis history.
Some cherished insights into
Meeman's concept of the newspa
per's role in society are available in
the following letter that he sent, in
1932, to a disgruntled reader:
"It is with regret that I learnthat
you have ceased to become a sub
scriber to The Press-Scimitar after
having been a reader of our paper
for seven years. It seems to me you
would not have given this news
paper your attention every day for
so long a period unless you had
confidence inits integrityof purpose
and in its willingness to tell the
truth and voice its honest opinions

regardless ofthe effecton theselfish
interest of the newspaper.
"Therefore, I ask you, would The
Press-Scimitar be worthy to come
into your home if I should say,
'Come back and be a subscriber
again and rest assured that we will
go light on the railroad question
from now on and you will never see
anything inThe Press-Scimitar that
you will disagree with or that will
offend you'?
"What would you think of such a
newspaper or such an editor?
"But this I can assure you: If
some day you see fit to become a
subscriber of The Press-Scimitar
again, you will find in it a news
paper unfettered by any special
interest (even its own). It will use its
best thought and efforts to find out
what is best for the public as a
whole.
"Before printing an editorial we
shall not ask ourselves, 'If we print
this will we lose any advertising,
will we lose any subscribers?' We
shall only ask, 'Is this what ought
to be said in the public interest?'
Not that we shall always be right.
We shall make mistakes, serious
ones, perhaps. But they will be
honest mistakes.
"If we think therailroad interests

deserve criticism we shall criticize
them. If we think they need praise
or defense we will praise or defend
them. And the same with truck
interests or waterway interests. But
our policy will never be based on
the desire to make a hit with any
certain group or fear of offending
any certain group.
"Had our policy been based on
such consideration, you would not
have readin our paper the criticism
of the bus lobby several years ago
when they ran their franchise bill
through the legislature by corrupt
means any more than you would
have read more recently our criti
cism of certain railroad policies."
Following a 1962 retirement,
Meeman served as editor emeritus
of The Press-Scimitar and conser
vation editor of Scripps-Howard
until suffering a stroke and sub
sequent fatal heart attack.
After Meeman's death — henever
married — his $2 million-plusestate
created a permanent endowment
for the Meeman conservation
awards as well as financing the
equipping and furnishing of the
Meeman Journalism Building at
Memphis State which opened its
doors in 1971.
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Dr. John De Mott, professor and
chairman of MSU's journalism
department, came to the Univer
sity after having taught at
Temple University, Northern
Illinois University, Northwestern
University and the University of
Kansas during a 20-year span.
Before all that he wrestled with
deadlines and handled headline
stories as a reporter and editor
for the Kansas City (Mo.) Star.
With his help, the journalism
department at MSU receivedfull
unit accreditation from the
Accrediting Council on Educa
tion in Journalism and Mass
Communication in 1981. De Mott
assumed the chairmanship in
1984, succeeding Dr. Gerald
Stone, who remains on the
faculty.
De Mott and Stone are coor
dinating the 1985 summer meet
ing of theAssociation for Educa
tion in Journalism and Mass
Communication in Memphis. It's
quite a coming of age for a
department that just this year
received permission to go ahead
with a long-awaited master's
program.
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'Method of Motivation'
Awakens Tiger Baseball
By Nancy Bailey

Tim Dulin uncoils for a hit in action which earned him an All- American berth.
Head baseball coach Bobby Kilpatrick's one challenge incoaching
college baseball is to"try and assist
young men to perform totheir best."
With a 434-180-1 overall coaching
record, and a 35-9 team record this
year, it lookslike themethod is still
successful.
With just a handful of players
returning from last year's 26-15
team, Kilpatrick had no choice but
to rebuild. Yet, according to AilAmerican Tim Dulin, Kilpatrick put

just enough sugar in the tea. "He
brought us along slowly," said the
senior. "He stressed, especially to
seniors, leadership byexample and
brought us together." In turn, Kil
patrick knew he had plenty of
leadership in the 5-foot-10 second
baseman.
Dulin spent his second summer
last yearplaying forthe Hutchinson
Broncos, a semi-pro team, where
his totals were impressive enough
to earn him a spot on the United
20

States team in the World Games
last November. Thesenior infielder
posted a three-year batting average
of .361, andhas blasted in 19 homeruns, not including this year. He
stole 52 bases, and drove in 96 runs
from his lead-off position in the
batting order. Another member on
the Tiger squad, not yet a veteran,
but not quite a rookie, was sopho
more Steve Scott. He found a place
this year by batting lead-off. Scott
is a basic example of the Kilpatrick

Steve Scott: "You can have a
good ball club, but if theydon't play
well together, you don't win."

Mike Covington: Adding depth
to the pitching staff.

Tim Dulin: Coach Kilpatrick
"stressed leadership by example"
to seniors.

method of motivation.
Scott, considered at thebeginning
of the year to play backup at short
or second, found a place at third.
"With a lot of people graduating,
there was an opening at third,"
said Scott, "but most of all, we
needed a quick lead-off man, and I
was the only one at the time that
could fill the position. Kilpatrick is
the type of coach that stays after
you just enough to make you want
to win. He is a motivator, and he
motivated me."
Scott, having the advantage of
working under Kilpatrick for two
years, gave his mentor the credit of
making all the right decisions, but
even a newcomer, infielder David
Moss, a transfer from Northwest
Junior College, said, "Since I've
been here, I'veseen Kilpatrick work
well on the mainfactors. He knows
when to put the pinch hitter in at
the perfect time, he knows when to
pull the pitcher out and when to
leave a pitcher in."
Moss, whoaccording toKilpatrick
recently came on strong, hitting
over .400, happily joined the infield
at short stop. According to Kil
patrick, with Dulinat second,Moss
at short and sophomore Mike
Hammett playing center, "I feel

very confident if the ball was hit up
the middle that we can make the
play."
Moss's confidence was shattered
at the beginning of the year, due to
the death of his brother. But later,
not only had hisdefense awakened,
but eventually he led the team with
a batting average of .351. The junior
was second on the team in home
runs with eight, third in doubles
with seven and led the team in hits
with 47.
I think at the first of the year, it
was a struggle for everyone," said
Moss. "The coach wasn't set in the
lineup and he had to find the right
lineup, but, with his guidance, we
became morerelaxed and when you
are more relaxed you perform
better."
Scott took a different view about
team concept and what it meant to
this year's team. "I don't think we
changed at all from the beginning
of the year. I think we were a good
ball club, but we just hadn't jelled
yet," said Scott. "You can have a
good ball club, butif they don't play
well together, you don't win."
It is hard to pinpoint how this
year's "youngsters"got onthe road
to success, but let the record show:
the season has been triumphant.

On April 29, MSU was ranked
25th in the ESPN-Collegiate Base
ball Division 1 Poll. Seven Tiger
players hada 100percent defensive
average, including sophomore in
fielder Bubba Burr, sophomore out
fielder Mike Hammett, and Scott.
Leading the pitching squad was
the one-two combination of Bubba
Cummings, with a 7-2record and a
4.04 ERA, and freshman Forest
Nabors with a 5-2 record and a 2.96
ERA. Bubba Cummings was only
one win shy of the all-time career
victory leader at MSU.
Another outstanding freshman
surprise was Keith Wilson. Wilson
compiled a 6-0 record with a 3.10
ERA and starting six of 12 games
in which he played.
According to Kilpatrick, "Wehad
more depth in our pitching staff,
especially withMike Covington and
Jeff Stansberry, our relief pitchers.
We had many close games this
year, and we have won something
like nine out of 10 one-run ball
games."
Stansberry, leadingthe teamlast
year in saves with two, this year
surpassed his record, saving three
games and compiling a 6-0 record
with a 2.43 ERA. Covington, who
was called on forhis hittingas well
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as pitching, also hadthree saves on
his record and a 1.10 ERA.
"It was the first time we had
eight regular pitchers," said
Kilpatrick, "and ithelped as far as
confidence was concerned. We
hadn't hadthis much confidence in
a long time."
According toScott, onedifference
between last year's team and this
year's was the strategy for putting
talent to work in winning.
"This year, with so much talent,
we knew what we had to do to win
and we knew how,"said Scott. One
prime example of the Kilpatrick
method and the team concept that
the Tigers had this year, was the
upset sweep over sixth-ranked
Florida State.
The Tigers had a weekend of
fielding errors, but refused to let
that stop them. "Imade aboutthree
errors in the field," said Moss, re
ferring tothe first game. "Butbefore
I knew it, I hit the single that
knocked the winning run in." The
Tigers came out on top 3-2 in the
first game ofa weekend they'd never
forget.
It wasAll-American Dulin, whose

grand slam homer capped asix-run
ninth inning rally that lifted not
only the score to an impressive 8-7
second-game victory, but lifted a lot
of empty and spiritless faces that
lined the bench.
"It was incredible," said
Kilpatrick, who toward the end of
the game paced anxiously and was
almost as much of a spectator as
the fans themselves.
"It was a big test for us," said
Dulin. "Coming from behind like
that really made usrealize that we
had something, that we had a team
concept." And Dulin was right when
he stressed the word "team."
In the second game, it was relief
ace Jeff Stansberry that kept the
Tigers in the game. Stansberry re
placed starter Forest Nabors in the
fifth inning and went the final five
innings, allowing only one run and
earning the win. The senior struck
out four, allowed four hits and
walked two, in his first appearance
of the year. Jack Peel was the fore
runner who started off thebig sixth
inning witha solidsingle. Following
a walk, Cummings and Moss drew
run-scoring walks to set the scene

for Dulin.
"I saw the Florida State game as
one of the big games this year,"
said Kilpatrick."I alsothought theteam
did well in our 10-1, 6-1 sweep over
Tennessee, and our two wins, 5-2,
11-3, over Ole Miss."
The Tigers earned their way to
Tallahassee, Fla., May 9-12, which
set the stage for the 1985 Metro
Conference Tournament.
The 1985 squad may not have
had outstanding or familiarnames,
but Tiger fans, as well as other
spectators, found the new names to
be more exciting, more thrilling
and moremotivated than what was
expected from ateam with onlyone
returning starter.
With so much negative anticipa
tion for such a young team at the
beginning of the year and so many
positive performances by the end,
next year should bejust asexciting.
Dulin, Stansberry and Covington
will be missed, but the Kilpatrick
method of motivation should be a
major factor next year as it was
this year.

Thanks for the Memories
Tigers Add Lustre, Mix Excitement
and Mania and Lift the Basketball
Legend Ever Higher at MSU
By Mark Hayden
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It's pretty safe to say that one of
the largest gathering places in the
city during the winter and spring
was the Mid-South Coliseum where
the Memphis State Tigers played
their basketball games.
It didn't have to be the Coliseum,
though. Whereverthe 1984-85 Tigers
congregated, crowds would follow.
That was proven in early April
when Dana Kirk and his cohorts
outdid George Brett and his Kansas
City Royals on a crowd noise meter
before a Memphis exhibition base
ball game.The Tigers were on hand
to throw out the first pitch.
It was proven later that day when
outgoing senior Keith Lee was
honored in his hometown of West
Memphis, Ark., and again that
same day during the team's Appre
ciation Day.
But maybe it was proven on a
grander scale by a combined crowd
of more than 1,000 who met the
Tigers at the airport and in front of
the athletic dormitory after they
returned home from a Final Four
loss to eventual NCAA champion
Villanova.
Some of the year's highlights
ranged from an early season win
against UCLA, Keith Lee becoming
the No.1 point scorerand rebounder
in MSU history — overshadowing
Larry Finch and Ronnie Robinson
— to two victories apiece against
rivals VirginiaTech and Louisville
en route to the Metro Conference
season and tournament champion
ships. And all this was before the
Tigers had set foot in the NCAA
championship rounds.
Memphis State's games against
Pennsylvania, the University of
Alabama-Birmingham, Oklahoma,
Boston College and Villanova all
were closegames. Theeasiest game

Basketball fans made the MS U Bookstore their homeduring the first few
weeks in Marchuntil they got their treasured MSU Final Four T-shirts. At
one point the garments were as scarce as tickets to the championship
series, but bookstore workers eventually stocked plenty of the souvenir
shirts.

Tiger center WilliamBedford has
improved quite a bit since his half
season as a freshman a year ago.
He doesn't shy away from any
assignment. He goes up ....

(see preceding page)
An overflowcrowd at the Mid-South
Coliseum goes wild as head coach
Dana Kirk announces during cere
monies preceding the Tigers' last
home game that All-American for
ward Keith Lee's jersey number
will be retired. Sharing the limelight
are seniors Willie Becton and Ricky
McCoy. The Tigers and fans cele
brated further that day with a con
vincing win over arch-rival Louis
ville.

Aided by an impromptu cheerleader, fans outside Rupp Arena in
Lexington, Ky., psyche themselves up for the Final Four game against
opponent Villanova. The Tigers werehoping tospoil anall-Big East party.

was againstPennsylvania butthere
were tense moments in that game,
too. Guard Andre Turner became
the "Cardiac Kid," hitting a lastsecond jumper to defeat UAB in
overtime and Boston in regulation
play. TheTigers owned last-second
luck; the Oklahoma Soonersdidn't.
MSU upended the Big Eight champ

and he comes down. A big man needs to knowhow to get out from underthe
trees. Now he looks for playmaker Andre Turner.

when forwardAnthony Bowiefailed
to sink a last-second shot.
Memphis State Tiger fever was
so intense it had Memphis Mayor
Dick Hackett, ShelbyCounty Mayor
Bill Morris and the City Council
planning a 5,000 seat addition to
the Coliseum.
As soon as they're added, the

season ticket situation at MSU
should be cleared somewhat, Joel
Brent, MSU ticket manager, said.
Approximately 4,000 names arestill
waiting for their seasonseats to the
Tiger fun,but theproblem isdoubled
because most people have requested
at least two tickets. The list started
inflating in1979 and has picked up
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Andre Turner, the "Little Gen
eral" to the press but maybe the
"Cardiac Kid" to his fans, hopes
his magic touch will work against
the Wildcats. Turner's last-second
magic had gotten the better of
Alabama-Birmingham and Boston
College on the long road to Lexing
ton.

top four.
Boyadjian said a New York com
pany called Champion printed
shirts for each of the Final Four
participants but when they couldn't
keep up with the Tiger demand the
bookstore got help from other
manufacturers.
"They said we sold more shirts
than the other three teams in the
Final Four combined," she said.
"I've never worked so hard in my
life."
Even though the demand for the
shirts is slowing, Boyadjian said
that as long as people want more
shirts she'llcontinue tostock them.
Some of the Tiger athletic staff
want them as recruiting tools, she
said.
With all the excitement generated
by the program this year, roundball
fanatics should be satisfied until
November's Mid-South Classic.

Keith Lee knows he's made a
basketball blunder. But did the
referee see it?There's a calland in a
second he'll know if his earlier foulfree luck is about to change. The
verdict is...
. . . guilty of reaching in. The
gentle giant's anguish is apparent;
foul trouble will haunt him again.

Hands, hands everywhere. A Villanova player facing Vincent Askew,
Keith Lee and William. Bedford gets certainly more than he can handle.
Andre Turner shouts encouragement to his teammates.

steam since.
MSU's athletic office, which be
came home for a few rabid fans
waiting for any available Final
Four tickets, wasn't theonly build
ing on the Memphis State campus
to sell out of Tiger-related merchan
dise.
Salpy Boyadjian, clothing buyer

at the MSU Bookstore, sold up to
12,000 T-shirtsin the first few weeks
of March. The bookstore had four
different NCAA shirts on sale. The
Final Four shirts were the most
popular but other shirts that
grabbed Tiger enthusiasts' eyes
were ones that declared the Tigers
"Cardiac Kids" and the tops of the
27
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People, Places &Things
They Really Give a Flip About MSU Tigers

The game's pace gets hot as Keith
Lee tries to defend against three
Villanova Wildcats. Ed Pinckney
seems to be getting the best end of
the skirmish, though Tiger fans
know battles are rarely wonagainst
Lee.

As long as you've got one fan
you've got a chance. Victory is
within the reach of this hot pawpoweredfan, but thecold facts speak
otherwise to his fellow Tiger rooters
as the last seconds tick away.

•s \

What is cheerleading?It's cheers
and chants, leaps and lifts, excited
crowds and exciting games. It's
also bruises and broken bones, shin
splints and sit-ups, exercise and
extra work.
The MSU Cheerleaders are more
than casuallyacquainted withthese
good — and bad — aspects of
cheering. For every five minutes of
admiration and attention, theteam
members will admit there was an
hour of exhausting practice. And
since the squad receives a number
of those "fabulous five minutes"
. . . well, those hours certainly do

add up.
The team practices twice a day
during competition.Sweat and sore
muscles are always on the daily
practice agenda, along with the
MSU trademark ofcheering perfec
tion with a difference.
But persistence and hard work
pay off. The team has consistently
placed among the top four squads
in the nation during past compe
titions and teamed up with the
PomPon Squadto takethe National
Cheerleading Association title in
1983 and 1984. The simple title,
"MSU Cheerleaders," has earned

respect at competitions and is
equated with superstunts andflaw
less routines.
In addition to what seems like
endless practice,team membersalso
carry fullclass loadsand areexpect
ed to make public appearances for
the University. Some even hold
down part-time jobs. Certainly not
a schedule for the unorganized.
Being a MSU Cheerleader is a
life that keeps you going . . . and
going . . . and going . . .
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Engineering
Scholarships
Would Honor
MSXPs Past
Master of 'DoIt-Yourself

Friends of the late Dr. Calvin
Street are seeking to honor the
memory of the longtime MSU
industrial arts professor andadmin
istrator with a scholarship for
promising engineering technology
students.
Dr. Street's association with MSU
spanned half a century. He came
here as a student in 1932, and later
served as an industrial arts pro
fessor, director of the evening
school and director of institutional
research. He served under every
MSU presidentfrom Willard Brister
through Dr. Billy M. Jones, and
retired in 1977.

The reigning Miss MSU, Gelene Ayers,center, a communications major, sayscompeting in the pageant washer
way of finding fun at MSU. Herco-contestants would agree:at left, Tina Slayton, second runner-up, and SueLynn
Perry, first runner-up.

Pageants are Beauty's
Path to Involvement
What began as ameans of getting
"more involved with MSU" has
turned into what promises to be an
active year for Gelene Ayers, the
recently crowned Miss MSU.
Ayers, an independent entrant,
was thetalented beautychosen from
among 14 contestants to represent
MSU during the upcoming year.
The pageant, held March 2, was
Ayers' big step into the world of
student participation at the Univer
sity.
"Since I commute, it was difficult
for me to really get involved at
school," Ayerssaid. "Ispent alot of
time studying."
Eventually, Ayers made the

decision to take the leap into an
active role at MSU. "I am friends
with Sharon Russell (a formerMiss
MSU) and I had entered pageants
before," she said. "I thought if I
could possibly win, it would be a
great way to get involved in MSU
and get to know more people.
A junior communications major,
Ayers also added the scholarship
was a tremendous incentive since
she, like thousands of other stu
dents, must work and attend classes.
And was she surprised by her
success? "Oh yes, I was very sur
prised," Ayers laughed. "Ihad been
named Miss Congeniality (anaward
voted on by the other contestants)
30

and had been chosen as a finalist. I
was already on top of the world."
She continued,"When they called
my name, I just stood there for
about 30 seconds. I couldn't believe
it."
The next big event for Ayers was
the Miss Tennessee pageant in
June.
First runner-up to Ayers was Sue
Lynn Perry, a senior representing
Lamba Chi Alpha. Tina Slayton,
sophomore representative for Phi
Sigma Kappa, was named second
runner-up.
Dr. Calvin Street and the "storebought" camera.
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Among his noteworthy accom
plishments was his service as the
University liaison with the state
and the architect during the furious
building boom of the 1960s and
early 1970s. During this period Dr.
Street aided the building of the
Brister Library Tower, now a
symbol for the University, Mitchell
Hall, the Music and Theatre and
Communication Arts buildings,the
University Center, the Law School,
Smith Chemistry, Patterson Hall
and the Herff Engineering College
complex.
Dr. Street's prowess for getting
things done also worked on a more
personal scale.
When Dr. Cecil C. Humphreys,
president of Memphis State from
1960 to 1972, promised thestudents
a directory, he called on Dr. Street
— a self-described "country car
penter" — to get the job done.
"Photography is a step in the
procedure of offset printing used to
print the directory — so we made
the camera for the process," Dr.
Street recalled in a 1983 interview.
"The camera is not like a little
Polaroid but is large enough to
walk right into the back of it."
Dr. Street's camera had been
replaced with a fancy factory model
some time prior to the interview,
but hestoutly maintainedhis hand
made camera could still do the job.
"I believe that if you need it, you
can make it," he said. "I admire
anybody who hasany competence.
People who can drivenails or write
a sentence.
"I admire philosophers, too," he
said.
Shortly after Dr. Street's deathin
August 1984, Dr. Thomas Car
penter, MSU president, and Uni
versity supporters agreed to seek
support for the Calvin M. Street
Memorial Scholarship Fund.
"The plan calls for donors to
provide funds in the amount of
$15,000 to the Memphis State Uni
versity Foundation for establish
ment of this endowment," said Len
Hoffman, assistant director of
development. The amount would
provide a perpetual source for schol
arship awards.
Gifts may be sent to the Develop
ment Office, Room 235, Adminis
tration Building or Dick Strub in
the office, 454-2155.
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'Dr. Ruth' Talks Sexual Sense at MSU
ating new sexual myths and
problems."
Westheimer discussed early sex
education asa meansof overcoming
sexual ignorance and preventing
unwanted pregnancies. She voiced
her belief that abortions should
remain legal, but should not be
used as a form of contraception.
"Repeated abortions used as a
contraceptive is irresponsible behav
ior," she said.
In addition to her TV and radio
programs, Westheimer maintains
a full-time private sex therapy
practice and teaches at New York
Hospital's Cornell University Med
ical Center. She holds a master's
degree in psychology and a doc
torate in interdisciplinary study of
the family.

Although she is small in stature,
no one stands taller on the con
troversial subject of sex education
than Dr. Ruth Westheimer.
Westheimer, host of the Lifetime
Cable TV show "Good Sex!", spoke
to a cheering crowd of about 900
people gathered in the University
Center Ballroom March 11. The 4foot 7-inch doctor stood on steps
behind the podium while speaking
so she could be seen.
The German-born "Dr. Ruth," as
she is known to her many fans,
spoke openly of sexual literacy,
contraceptives, and legal abortions.
"Although there are people with
different ethnic, moral, and reli
gious beliefs, we should all become
sexually literate," she said. "We
should be very careful about cre

University Friends
The late Walter A. Barret, past
president of GreaterMemphis State,
Inc., was posthumously presented
the 1984 Distinguished Service
Award at the Greater Memphis
State annual dinner meeting.
Barret, a retired senior vice pre
sident of Union Planters Bank and
a former state legislator, served
two terms as president of Greater
Memphis State, Inc. A man who
enjoyed working for MemphisState,
Barret served as a community rela
tions consultant for the University
and on Greater Memphis State's
government relations committee.
He was also instrumentalin getting
"Welcome to Memphis State Uni
versity" signs placed in Memphis
International Airport.
Kay Barksdale, Barret's daugh
ter, accepted the award for her
father at the Feb. 12 meeting.
"Being a part of Memphis State
was a real privilege for Daddy,"
said Barksdale. "He worked hard
and received a great deal from his
involvement with the University."
The gathering, held in the Uni
versity Center Ballroom, also hon

ored Gov. Lamar Alexander with
the Educator of the Year Award for
his efforts to improve state educa
tion.
Greater Memphis State, Inc. is a
community support group made up

of alumni and supporters of the
University. The group shares a
common goal of contributing assist
ance toward MSU's growth and
gain as a university.

A special Note of Appreciation
from the
President

Private gifts such as yours often make the difference
between adequacy and excellence for this University.
While money does not guarantee greatness, greatness is
often not attainable without it.
At Memphis State, we sincerely believe in those two
statements. Many of you have seen them in our letters
thanking you for your caring generosity.
Because you care, many exceptional young scholars have
been attracted to MSU through our Students of Merit
Program of academic scholarships.
Because you care, deserving faculty have the opportunity
to enhance their teaching and research skills through the
Professional Development Program.
Because you care, nationally recognized experts in many
fields have come to our campus and city through the
Academic Enrichment Program.
Because you care, greatness is possible!
On behalf of the entire Memphis State "family," please
accept our deepest appreciation.
Coi
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